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Applicability
Does the 4th Apply ?

part A: need gov't activity:

"Search" or  "Seizure" 

part B: that activity must intrude upon a
protected  interest

this presentation is about Part B

protected interests

4th: 

"The right of the people to be 
SECURE in their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects . . . ."
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step #1: is object on list?

person, house, paper, or effect

step #2:   quality protected? 

does defendant have protected interest
in that object implicated by gov't 
activity?

objects protected

only four objects protected: persons, houses, 
papers, and effects

step #1: is object on the list?

(ex) open fields – not on list

(ex) "people"  -- do not include foreigners in 
foreign country

(ex) "house"  -- includes apts, hotel rooms, 
businesses

open fields 
“the special protection accorded by the F/A to the people in 
their ‘persons, houses, papers, and effects,’ is not extended 
to the open fields.  The distinction between the latter and the 
house is as old as the common law.”

Hester v. U.S., 265 U.S. 57 (1924)

 agents trespassed onto private land investigating moonshiners

 Hester’s holding “founded upon the explicit language of 
the Fourth Amendment”

Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170 (1984)
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applicability detailed

objects protected

people 

houses

papers

effects

"security" of each object implicated

by "search": by "seizure":

REP analysis liberty 

REP " possession

REP " possession

REP " possession

REP = reasonable expectation of privacy

1.  Liberty:

freedom to go where one chooses

gov't activity:  seizure 

seizure occurs where there is some "meaningful 
interference, however brief, with an individual's 
freedom of movement."

U.S. v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109 (1984)

step #2:  what does "secure" mean ?

2.  Possession
gov't activity:  seizure

"meaningful interference with an 
individual's possessory interests" in 
property

Soldal v. Cook County, 506 U.S. 56 (1992)
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rep

rep

rep

rep

rep

What Amend. IV Protects:

Constitutionally

protected areas?
Privacy?

curtilage

papers

People, not Places 
protected

Katz

3.  Privacy:  main interest protected

"The principal object of the
Amendment is the protection
of privacy . . . "

Soldal

Gov't Activity:  "SEARCH"

Reasonable expectation of privacy test

1.  person exhibits actual, subjective 
expectation of privacy

2.  society recognizes that expectation as

Justified  / Reasonable  / Legitimate

Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740 (1979)

If either prong missing, no protected interest 
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Guests in houses

1.  Olson

-stayed overnight

2.  Carter

- bagged cocaine for a couple hours

1990s battleground

21st century battleground -- tomorrow !

assume risk that third party will disclose information, 
item to gov't

expectation of privacy analysis

 Reasonable expectations:  two prongs –

1) actual EP 
2) society recognizes EP as legitimate

 reduced expectations:

apply gov't friendly reasonableness analysis

 no REP:
amendment does not apply as to search
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partial list  -- NO R.E.P.

Prison Cells
Handwriting
Facial Characteristics
Movements Outside
Open Fields 
Bank Records
Trash
VIN numbers
Field testing of suspected drugs

NO PROTECTED INTEREST  -- F/A  does NOT apply  --

Reduced Expectations of Privacy

 automobiles

 commercial property
(especially highly regulated industries:
gun dealer, coal mine, liquor business, auto  junkyard)

 some employees at work: train operators, customs

 children at school

 individuals entering at international border

 probationers

 parolees (maybe none)

 What happens if court finds reduced EP?

Departs from traditional reasonableness models.

 What happens if court finds no  REP?

Amendment inapplicable.

No inquiry into "Reasonableness" 
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example:  vehicles

Reasonable 
expectations

reduced 
expectations

no REP

no one has full REP

driver /owners -- reduced REP

reasonable model changes:  no warrant for 
probable cause based searches

car thief (Rakas)

renter after lease expires (some courts)

passengers
(Rakas -- as to glove box, under search)

Therefore:  no standing

How to find  "legitimate" expectation of privacy?

look to:

1  real property law

2  personal property law

3  "understandings that are recognized or 
permitted in society"

California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986)
Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128 (1978)

When are privacy expectations reduced / 
eliminated?

techniques often case-specific but some
tendencies:

 modern technology

 empirical approach:  if something can be observed and 
conclude from that factual analysis whether person has 
protected interest

 gov't regulation:  (ex)  gun shops

 individual's status:

child, probationer, parole, certain professions
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Ciraolo

in age where private and commercial flights 
in public airways is routine, unreasonable to 
expect privacy from the air

Ciraolo dissent: normative approach to REP

to determine REP, give weight to:

 intention of framers

 uses to which person has put location

 "societal understanding that certain areas deserve the 
most  scrupulous protection from gov't intrusion"

"qualitative difference between police 
surveillance and other uses of the airspace.  ...   
It is not easy to believe that our society is 
prepared to force individuals to bear the risk of 
this type of warrantless police intrusion ...."

United States v. Jones, 
132 S. Ct. 945 (2012)
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What does the Amendment protect?

 Jones's F/A rights do not rise or fall w/ Katz 
formulation

 At bottom, we must “assur[e] preservation of that 
degree of privacy against government that existed 
when the Fourth Amendment was adopted.”

 for most of our history F/A was understood to embody 
particular concern for government trespass upon the 
areas (“persons, houses, papers, and effects”) it 
enumerates

U.S.  v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012)

Scalia (+4)   = majority

Scalia (+4)   = majority

 car = “effect”

 installation = trespass

 installation + use to monitor = SEARCH

“The Gov’t physically occupied private property for the 
purposes of obtaining information.”

Scalia (+4)   = majority

What about Katz ?

 does not “narrow” F/A’s scope

 REP  test:  “added to” -- not substitute 
for -- commonlaw trespass test
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Alito + 3 concurring

What the Amendment protects

 REP is the sole test !

 physical trespass has been rejected

 concedes “difficulties” w/ REP test

 circularity
 judges confusing own expectations
 technology can change expectations

Sotomayor concurring

 joins majority  -- including physical trespass 
theory

 F/A also protects  REP  -- “augments” trespass 
test

 apply REP for non-physical surveillance

Jones model of applicability for Searches

objects protected

people 

houses

papers

effects

"security" implicated by
"search":

all objects on  list protected 
against

1. physical trespass

2.  and / OR  invasions of Reasonable 
expectations of privacy
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